Microbial functional diversification is driven by environmental factors, i.e. 2 microorganisms inhabiting the same environmental niche tend to be more 3 functionally similar than those from different environments. In some cases, even 4 closely phylogenetically related microbes differ more across environments than 5 across taxa. While microbial similarities are often reported in terms of taxonomic 6 relationships, no existing databases directly links microbial functions to the 7 environment. We previously developed a method for comparing microbial functional 8 similarities on the basis of proteins translated from the sequenced genomes. Here we 9 describe fusionDB, a novel database that uses our functional data to represent 1,374 10 taxonomically distinct bacteria annotated with available metadata: habitat/niche, 11 preferred temperature, and oxygen use. Each microbe is encoded as a set of 12 functions represented by its proteome and individual microbes are connected via 13 common functions. Users can search fusionDB via combinations of organism names 14 and metadata. Moreover, the web interface allows mapping new microbial genomes 15 to the functional spectrum of reference bacteria, rendering interactive similarity 16 networks that highlight shared functionality. fusionDB provides a fast means of 17 comparing microbes, identifying potential horizontal gene transfer events, and 18 highlighting key environment-specific functionality. 19 fusionDB is publicly available at http://services.bromberglab.org/fusiondb/. 20 21 Zhu, C., et al. (2015) Functional Basis of Microorganism Classification, PLoS Comput Biol, 1 11, e1004472. 2 3
function. 17 We mapped bacterial proteins to molecular functions and studied the functional 18 relationships between bacteria in the light of their chosen habitats. We previously 19 developed fusion (Zhu, et al., 2015) , an organism functional similarity network, which 20 can be used to broadly summarize the environmental factors driving microbial 21 functional diversification. fusionDB is a unique tool that provides an easy way of analysing the, often 10 unannotated, molecular function spectrum of a given microbe. It further places this 11 microbe into a context of other reference organisms and relates the identified 12 microbial function to the preferred environmental conditions. Our approach allows for 13 detection of microbial functional similarities, often mediated via horizontal gene 14 transfer, that are difficult to recover via phylogenetic analysis. We note that fusionDB 15 may also be useful for the analysis of functional potentials encoded in microbiome 16 metagenomes. We expect that fusionDB will facilitate the study of environment-17 specific microbial molecular functionalities, leading to improved understanding of 18 microbial lifestyles and to an increased number of applied bacterial uses. Both tables can be easily sorted, searched and exported as comma-separated files. 1 The submitted proteome is further mapped to user-selected reference organisms with 2 fusion and/or fusion+ as describe above. Synechococcus (SOM Table 4 ). These additional 254 functions (SOM Table 5 ) are 20 likely important for surviving in the fresh water, as opposed to the marine, 21 environment, e.g. low salinity and low osmotic pressure. (Figure 2A) . Notably, the higher functional similarity 25 between thermophiles than between psychrophiles suggests that protein functional 26 adaptation to low temperature is less drastic than to high temperature -an 27 interesting finding itself. Contrast to the extremophiles, mesophile organisms seem to 28 have huge functional diversity as the SC-mesophile similarities are comparable to 29 those the DC pairs (Figure 2A) . 30 Different molecular pathways of aerobic-respiration and anaerobic-1 respiration/fermentation explain the highest dissimilarity between the aerobes and 2 anaerobes (DC-anaerobe-aerobe; Figure 2B ). Interestingly, the SC-anaerobe 3 similarities are higher than the SC-aerobe similarities, probably because the more 4 ancient anaerobic-respiration/fermentation machinery is more simple and conserved. suggest that fusionDB offers a fast and easy way to trace functionally-necessary 6 HGT within niche-specific microbial communities. 7 We have highlighted the importance of environmental factors for microbial function, 8 and demonstrated the capability of fusionDB to not only annotate functions, but also 9 directly link function to environment. Although it was developed for mapping new 10 microbial genomes, fusionDB also has the potential for microbiome annotation. By 11 mapping the proteins translated from metagenomes assembly to fusionDB, both the 12 functional and taxonomical can be obtained. We look forward to making fusionDB 13 more useful in this direction. 
Environment significantly affects microbial function. Not surprisingly, the SC-

